Authorization Signature: I have read the above and authorize HMH Carrier Clinic to disclose the protected health information as stated.

Signature of Patient: (Signature required for all patients age 14 or older):

Date:

Signature of Patient’s Representative:

Date:

Relationship to Patient:

Witness:

Date:

Relationship to Patient:

PLEASE INITIAL ALL THAT APPLY: Release of Specific Information – By initializing here, I authorize HMH Carrier Clinic to release information regarding: (Minor is considered emancipated if any of the below apply.)

Alcohol/Use/Abuse ________  Substance Use/Abuse ________  HIV/AIDS ________ (13 years and older)

Pregnancy ________  STDs ________  Sexual Assault ________

Acknowledgements:

*I understand that this authorization expires one year from the date of signature below or sooner if I provide a written revocation to HMH Carrier Clinic.

*I understand that I may revoke this authorization at any time in writing, but if I do, it will not have any effect on any actions taken prior to HMH Carrier Clinic receiving the revocation.

*I understand that I may refuse to sign this authorization and that it is strictly voluntary.

*I understand that I may request a copy of this form after I sign it.

*I understand that my treatment, payment, enrollment, or eligibility for benefits may not be conditioned on signing this authorization.

*I understand that information disclosed under this authorization may be re-disclosed by the recipient and in case of such re-disclosure, the information may not be protected by federal privacy laws or regulations.

*I understand that this authorization is limited to information contained in my medical record and does not include psychotherapy notes. If needed, a separate authorization is required to disclose psychotherapy notes.

*I understand that I may see and obtain a copy of the information described on this form, for a reasonable copy fee. I understand that HMH Carrier Clinic may deny this request under limited circumstances and that HMH Carrier Clinic will notify me of its decision to approve or deny my request to access or obtain a copy of the Requested Information within thirty (30) days of receiving this request.

*I understand that if I have further questions or concerns regarding my Protected Health Information, I may contact HMH Carrier Clinic’s Privacy Officer.

*I understand that this authorization is valid for this visit and cannot be used for any subsequent visits. Those visits will need a new authorization signed.

*I understand the risks related to confidentiality inherent in the use of technology (i.e., information may not reach the person for whom it is intended, or may reach someone else for whom it was not intended, may be stored or forwarded without authorization). Despite this risk, I request that my records be transmitted as indicated.  □ Mail  □ Fax  □ E-mail
(Enlarged copy of) Acknowledgements:

*I understand that this authorization expires one year from the date of signature below or sooner if I provide a written revocation to Carrier Clinic.
*I understand that I may revoke this authorization at any time in writing, but if I do, it will not have any effect on any actions taken prior to Carrier Clinic receiving the revocation.
*I understand that I may refuse to sign this authorization and that it is strictly voluntary.
*I understand that I may request a copy of this form after I sign it.
*I understand that my treatment, payment, enrollment, or eligibility for benefits may not be conditioned on signing this authorization.
*Any information disclosed which is protected under Federal confidentiality rules (42 CFR Part 2) will be treated as specified by such rules.
*I understand that information disclosed under this authorization may be re-disclosed by the recipient and in case of such re-disclosure, the information may not be protected by federal privacy laws or regulations.
*This authorization is limited to information contained in my medical record and does not include psychotherapy notes. If needed, a separate authorization is required to disclose psychotherapy notes.
*I understand that I may see and obtain a copy of the information described on this form, for a reasonable copy fee. I understand that Carrier Clinic may deny this request under limited circumstances and that Carrier Clinic will notify me of its decision to approve or deny my request to access or obtain a copy of the Requested Information within thirty (30) days of receiving this request.
*I understand that if I have further questions or concerns regarding my Protected Health Information, I may contact Carrier Clinic’s Privacy Officer.
*I understand that this authorization is valid for this visit and cannot be used for any subsequent visits. Those visits will need a new authorization signed.
*I understand the risks related to confidentiality inherent in the use of technology (i.e., information may not reach the person for whom it is intended, or may reach someone else for whom it was not intended, may be stored or forwarded without authorization). Despite this risk, I request that my records be transmitted as indicated.

☐ Mail  ☐ Fax  ☐ Email